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I. Introduction. In Huygens' theory of light, waves spread equally in all directions

until they are reflected or refracted. Huygens wrote: " Dans une grande distance du corps

lumineux une infinite d'ondes, quoique issues de points differents de ce corps, s'unissent

en sorte que sensiblement elles ne composent qu'une onde seule ..." [11]. Thus a

solution of the wave equation ipn = c2 Aq> which is initially localized should look like a

single expanding spherical wave after the elapse of a sufficiently long time.

In this article we express Huygens' idea in terms of the asymptotic behavior of

various parts of the energy £ of the wave. Namely,

_ x
c\(p + -(p,

r

2

(ix-»0 as N+oo (1)

for all solutions with finite energy, the integration being taken over all space. Thus the

spatial gradient V<p points approximately away from (or towards) the origin, just as for a

spherical wave. Since £ is a constant, it follows from (1) that all the energy is carried by

its forward component £ f:

£ s = - | | ccpr — (p,\2 dx -> £ = ^ j [c21 V(p |2 + | <p,|2] dx

as t-* +oo. We call this phenomenon energy splitting. It can be interpreted as stating

that asymptotically all the energy propagates along the light rays issuing from the origin.

This is an interpretation of the duality between waves and rays. It also follows from (1)

that the kinetic and potential energies are asymptotically equal, a fact first observed by

Lax and Phillips [13] and Brodsky [3] and widely generalized since then [4],

For Maxwell's equations, the same ideas lead to the conclusion that E ~ — (x/r) x H

and H ~ (x/r) x E as t -» + oo. It follows that the vectors E, H and x are asymptotically

orthogonal. Furthermore, the electric and magnetic fields are equi-partitioned, a fact first

specifically observed by Dassios [6], Thus any electromagnetic field looks asymptotically

like a pure radiation field.

The wave equation and Maxwell's equations are discussed in Sec. 3 of this article. In

Sec. 4 we discuss some other examples, including the equations for isotropic elastic

waves, Dirac's equations, the wave equation and Maxwell's equations in the presence of a
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reflecting obstacle, nonlinear wave equations and the Yang-Mills equations. It was in the

study of the Yang-Mills equations that we first noticed the phenomenon of energy

splitting [10]. The method used in [10] depends on the conformal invariance of the

equations.

In Sec. 2 we derive the energy splitting for an isotropic symmetric hyperbolic system

= a <2»

We use a method which does not require conformal invariance but does require the

system to be linear. We use the explicit representation of the solutions of (2) via the

Radon transform. The energy splitting is then expressed in the following manner. If u is

an l3 solution and uU) is the part of u which travels at a characteristic speed A; ^ 0, then

V- X -A"U)
2

dx —► 0

as t ->• + oo.

Energy splitting is closely related to the well-known statement that "every solution

looks asymptotically like a pure radiation field." For the wave equation in three dimen-

sions, this means that

(p(x, t) ~ -flet — r, -j as (-»+oo (3)

where / is called the radiation field or the asymptotic wave profile of <p. This was first

proved in a pointwise sense by Friedlander [9] for arbitrary smooth solutions. In the

energy sense, (3) was proved by Lax and Phillips (see [14], p. 179). They proved that the

total energy of the difference between the two sides in (3) goes to zero as f-» oo. Once it

is known that (3) can be differentiated, the energy splitting follows. Thus (1) is easily

obtainable from known facts in several ways. However, it apparently has never been

explicitly observed before.

After this paper was completed we learned that the work of Wilcox [21] makes a

far-reaching generalization of (3) to symmetric hyperbolic systems with bounded wave

speeds. We are grateful to the person who pointed this out to us. Wilcox uses the

Fourier, rather than the Radon, transform. It follows that the energy splitting is valid for

such systems.

We have also received the work of Strichartz [19] which was motivated by our

announcements [5, 18]. He presents some closely related results from a Fourier-analytical

point of view.

We thank R. Glassey for many useful discussions and P. Letelier for conversations on

the physical aspects of the problem. Part of this work was carried out while the first

author was visiting the Mathematics Department at Brown University, for whose hospi-

tality he is grateful.

2. Main theorem. Consider the isotropic symmetric hyperbolic system (2), where

x = (xu x„) e R", each Ak is an N x N hermitian matrix and the characteristic speeds

A, are constant (see the Appendix for our terminology). Let

n

A(co) = £ Akcuk for co = (ftjj, ..., a>„) e IR", | to \ = 1.
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The characteristic speeds are the eigenvalues of A (to). In what follows we shall denote

various constants by the same letter c.

Theorem. Let u = u(x, t) be any L2 solution of (2). Let Xs be a positive characteristic

speed. Let uU) = uU)(x, t) be the part of u which travels at speed Xj. Then

*jI + A(~r)
uU] —> 0 in L2(1R")y as t-* + oo.

Proof. We may restrict ourselves to the case t -* + oo. We have the formula (see the

Appendix)

uij)(x, t) = c | Pj(u>) d"s~ lHf(x ■ co — t, co) dco

where H is the Hilbert transform if n is even and H is the identity if n is odd. Let

v = ).juij) - A(x/r)u(J). Because A(co)Pj(co) = XjPj(a>), we have

v(x, t) = c A(co)-A\X-\ P/co) o" iHf(x ■ co — Xjt, <o) d(». (4)

We wish to prove that ||u(t)|| ->0 as t-* +oo, where || • || denotes the norm in L2([R'')V.

Since

c||«(t)|| < \\u(i)(t)\\ < ||/||,

it is enough to prove it for / in a dense set of l2(ir"),v = <e.

In case n is odd, we use the fact that the map fv-> an d{"~1)12f, a„ = 2~ ll2(2n)il~")l2,

takes unitarily onto the space Jf of even (or odd, depending on the parity of

(n — l)/2) functions in L2(IR x S"_1). So we may take f^"~1)/2/in a set with dense linear

span in Jf. We choose

d(n-D/2j(Si a) = (5)

where i// e C00(Sn"1)'v and (p e Cq (IR) and cp' = d(p/ds, noting that {cp'\cp e C™(R)} is

dense in L2(IR). Putting (5) into (4), we get

v(x, t) = | t](a>) d™(p(x ■ co — Xjt) dco (6)

where r](co) = c[A(a>) — A{x/r)\Pj{co)\jj(co) and m = (n + l)/2.

In case n is even, we will also show that v may be taken in the form (6), but now with

m — n/2. Indeed, the map f\—>ccnH"12 \ds\{n~1)l2f takes <£ unitarily onto the space Jf of

even (or odd) functions in l}(U x S"_1) (see the Appendix). So we may take

H"12 |ds|<n~ 1)/2/in a set with dense linear span in JT. We choose

H"'2\ds\(""1)/2/(s, co) = \ds\ll2(p(s)\l/(co) (7)

where cp and ip are as above. It is easily seen by Fourier transform that, since C®(R) is

dense in I2(IR), {\ds\xl2cp\cp e Cq(R)} is also dense. Now (7) implies that

8"~lHf = 8"I2H d{"~2)l2f = d™\ds\~ll2H"l2\ds\in~l)l2f = d™<p(s)i//(co)

where m = n/2. Thus (4) and (7) imply (6). This argument is essentially taken from [1],

We now have Eq. (6). We perform the integration in (6) over the variables orthogonal

to x and write Xj = X. Thus
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. 1

v(x, t) = c | fj(s) 8m(p(sr — Af)(1 — s2)("~3)/2 ds
■ - i

where tj(s) is the average of r](u>) over the "zone" {co |co • x/r = s} (see page 8 of [12], for

instance). We may write this formula as

v(x, t) = | x(s) dm(p(sr — Xt) ds,

or yet,

v(x, t) = tT(x, t) + v+(x, t), (8)

where v~ and v+ correspond to integrating over — 1 < s < 0 and 0 < s < 1, respectively.

Recalling that r](x/r) = 0, we have ij(\) = 0. Hence

^x(s) = 0((1 - s)("~1)/2~J) as s t 1, (9)

for j > 0. Also x e 1, l))v and q> e Cq (R).

Let q> vanish outside the interval [ — R, /?]. Let t > R/X. Then v~ = 0 because, for

— 1 < s < 0, sr — h < — Xt < —R so that (sr — At) is outside the support of q>. Thus

. i
u(x, t) = v+(x, t) = I x(s) 8m<p(sr — h) ds.

• o

We integrate by parts m times. The resulting integrated terms are

m- 1

vt = - x (-rp-1 d?~J~ 1(p(sr - Xt) dJx(s)
j=o

with the terms at s = 0 vanishing by the same reason as above. And, because of (9), the

part of i;^ at s = 1 vanishes so long as j < (n — l)/2. Therefore uj" = 0 if n is even and

Vi = -(-r)~m(p(r - At) d(n~1>/2x(l)

if n is odd.

After the integrations by parts, the remaining integral is

. i
v; =(-r)~m j (p(sr - Xt) dmx(s) ds.

• o

We observe that

v = v+ = vf = i>2 = 0 for r — Xt < -R (10)

because (p vanishes on the interval (— oo, —R). For n odd, we have

| v | = |r+| < |u^| + < cr~m = cr~("+1,/2.

For n even, we have

I v I = I y+ I = I v2 I ̂  cr~"12 I | (p(sr — Xt) | (1 — s)~1/2 ds

by (9). Let w be this integral. We claim that |w| < cr 1/2. Indeed, if r > Xt + R, we

introduce a = sr — Xt to get
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R
1/2w\<cr 1/2 sup | (p | (R — ct) 1/2 da < cr

If r < Af + R, we estimate

. 1 , 2R/r

| vv | = I \cp(sr - At) |(1 - s) 1/2 ds < sup | cp | ) i 1/2 dx = cr 1/2.
M-2 R/r '0

Therefore we have

| u(x, t) | < cr_(n +1)/2 (11)

in every case. By (10) and (11) we obtain

/• 00

||t>(t)||2 = | | d(x, ()|2 dx < c | r"n_1rfx = c| r~2dr — 0(t~1) as f-++oo.
*r>Ar-K ' At-R

This completes the proof.

3. The wave and Maxwell's equations.

A. The wave equation.

(ptl — c2 Acp = 0 (x e IR").

This takes the form (2) of a symmetric hyperbolic system if we let N = n + 1, u = (u0, uu

u„),

u0 = d,(p = (p,, U( = c 8((p 0 = 1, •••,«), (12)

/4k = the matrix with entry (— c) in the ok and ko positions and zeros elsewhere. Then

A(co) = the matrix with entry ( — ca>f) in the oi and io positions (i = 1, n) and zeros

elsewhere. Thus the characteristic speeds (eigenvalues of A{w)) are + c, — c, 0,..., 0. And

each solution has the representation u = u<0) + u(1> where u(0) travels at speed zero and

ua) travels at speed ±c. Because of (12), w(0) = 0. Thus u = u(1). The theorem states that

Now

cu — in L2(!R")"+1 as t-*+co.

Ax\ _( 0 —c(x/r)\l q>, \ I - c2cpr \

\r)U ' — c(x/r) 0 llcVcpJ \-c(x/r)cpJ'

_ I <Pt + C(Pr \

u c \r )U \cV<p + (x/rfrj

Therefore our theorem takes the form

2

I 
i = l •

. X,
c di(p + — (p, dx^O. (13)

Another way to think of (13) is to split up the energy

1 ,

2-1& = \\ (cp? + c2\V(p\2) dx
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as

where

& — f> f + Sb + 6 a, (14)

$f = - j (cp, — c<pr)2 dx — forward part,

^'b = \ I + C(Pr)2 = backward part,

Sa = ~ | c2( | Vcp |2 — cpj) dx = angular part.

Then (13) is equivalent to the statement that

S b S a 0 as t —► -f- oo.

Thus S f carries all the energy as t -> + oo.

In particular, we get equipartition of energy:

(c21 V<p |2 - <p2) dx = Y\ |c213,-<p |2 -
*;
-Vt I dx —> 0;

hence

C— | |Vcp|2 dx-^^S and ^ ) <p2 dx -> ̂  S.

Also

c ) cpt(pr dx -»

Equipartition of the energy was proved first (to our knowledge) by Lax and Phillips [13].

We now present the conformal method for proving energy splitting (13). The wave

equation is invariant under the conformal transformations. This leads to various conser-

vation laws. One of them (coming from invariance under inversion and time translation)

is

(f2 + + lV(H2) + 2tr(P,<Pr + (n - l)t(p,(p dx = constant. (15)

This identity, due to Morawetz (see Appendix in [13]), can be proved directly by multi-

plying the wave equation by (t2 + r2)cp, -I- 2trcpr + (n - 1 )t(p and integrating over space.

It is valid so long as rep, and rW(p are square-integrable at fixed times. It can be rewritten

as

ij(r2 + r2)(c2\V(p\2 - q>2)dx + ^ | (t + r)2|(/>, + cq>r + <?] dx

If, .,/ n - 1 \2 (n - l)(n - 3) r , , 2\(P2 ,
+ - | (t — r)2l cp, — c(pr - c——<p I dx -1   | (c t + r )—j dx = constant.
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However, at least for a dense class of solutions, J cp2 dx is bounded and J cp2/r2 dx =

0(t~ 2) as t -» + oo. Hence

| (| V</> |2 — cp2) dx 4- J (cp, + c<pr)2 dx = 0(r2) (16)

as t-> +oo.

B. Maxwell's equations.

8,E - V x H = 0 ,
rr „ „ keR3. (17)

8,H + V x £ = 0

It takes the form (2) if we let N = 6, the first three components of u be the components of

E and the last three components of u be the components of H. Then

3 ~n
T)- *«=

10 co3 — co2\

— a>3 0 a>1

\ CO 2 -COi 0 I

= —CO X .

The eigenvalues of A(co) are 1, -1 and zero. Every solution of (17) has the form

ui0) + ua). Then u = u(1) if and only if

V • E = V • H = 0. (18)

If (18) holds initially, it holds at all times. From now on we only consider solutions of

(17), (18). Now

/ V- \ / F _i_ V W \
2/(rj3\6u — A\ - \u =

Thus

lx\ IE + (x/r)xH\ n
_ I ^ 0 in L2 R3

\r) \H — (x/r) x £/ v '

E + - x H
r

2

+ H-- x E
r

2 I

dx^O (19)

as t -» + oo. It follows that the three vectors E, H and x/r become mutually orthogonal in

the sense that

i|(H2+(f Hf+EH dx —► 0

as t-> +oo. This is found by taking the dot product of £ + (x/r) x H with x/r and

H — (x/r) x £ with x/r and £. On the other hand, if we dot £ + (x/r) x H with £,

H — (x/r) x £ with H, and subtract, we see that

f (|£|2 - \H\2)dx^0. (20)

This is equipartition of energy between the electric and magnetic fields:
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~ I \E\2dx->^-£', ^ I |H|2 dx-*\g
2 J I I 2 2' 2

where <^ = ^J(|£|2+ |H|2) dx = constant. We can also split up the energy as (14)

with

4f = U(\Ea-HP\2+ | £/? + Hoc |2) dx,

<?„ = i J" (| £a + Hp\2 + \ EP-Ha |2) dx,

^ | (| Ed I2 + | Hu) |2) dx,

where w = x/r and co, a, p form an orthonormal set of vectors in (R3 with a> = a x p.

Then (19) is equivalent to the statement that gb + Sa -»■ 0 as t -* + oo.

The conformal invariance of Maxwell's equations (17), (18) leads to the identity [10]

[(t2 + r2)j( | E |2 + | H |2) + 2tx ■ H x £] dx = constant.

This identity is valid for solutions such that rE and rH are square-integrable at fixed

times. It can be rewritten as

(t2 + r2)Sa + (t + r)2Sb + (f - r)2Sf = constant.

Therefore

— 0(t~2) as t->+co, ga + Sf = 0(r2) as r-» — oo.

This was the first proof of the energy splitting [10]. It also implies that, for e > 0,

f (\H\2+ \E\2)dx = 0(r2)
' r <(1 -e)t

which means that all the energy is radiating at the speed of light (cf. [2]).

4. Other applications.

C. Isotropic elastic waves. We have

dfu — n Au — (A + ^)V(V • u) = 0 (21)

where x € R3, m is a 3-vector field, and X and /i are positive constants. We decompose u

as the sum of a shear wave and a pressure wave:

u = Vxw + Vc = curl w + grad v (22)

where w is a vector field and v a scalar field. Substituting (22) into (21), we obtain

(d2 - n A)(V x w) + (df - (A + 2fi))(Vv) = 0.

Thus the shear wave V x w propagates at speed fi and the pressure wave Vv propagates

at speed (A + 2/:). The two components in (22) are orthogonal to each other. Therefore

our result on energy splitting can be stated as:
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£ J | d, + n (5;|(V x w) dx -> 0, Y, I J dt + (A + 2/i) £>,-j(Vy) | dx->0

as t -» + oo. Equipartition of the energy in finite time is proved for this case by

Dassios [7],

D. Dirac's equation with zero mass. We write it in the explicit representation

du ^ , du

Tt= £4Jp-, a,.(° !j),
j=i dxj \ a j 0 1

where N = 4 and each Aj is written in 2 x 2 blocks with

-u -(Jo), -ir:)-
The characteristic speeds are +1 and —1, each being a double root. Therefore, u = u(1)

and

u - ( £ ^ajJu->0 in L2([R3)4. (23)

Let Xj/r = (Oj (j = 1, 2, 3) and

^ I (o 3 co, + ;co2
cr = 2, (DjOj =

j=! \ftJi - ico2 -w3

If we write

and w =

then (23) takes the form

| | v — aw\2 dx + j | w — av\2 dx -* 0 as t -* + oo.

Now we dot v — aw with v and w — av with a>, and subtract to obtain

I (| v\2 — | w|2) dx = I (| u, |2 + | w212 — I u3 |2 ~ I "4|2) dx -> 0.

In Dirac's notation, ij/ = u, this means that J ij/i// dx -> 0. This is equipartition of energy.

E. Exterior domains. We begin with a remark. Suppose we consider a perturbation of

the system (2). Suppose we can prove that, for all solutions v(t) of the perturbed system,

there exists a solution u(t) of the original system (2) such that

v(t) - u(t) -* 0 in L2(lRn)N as r->+oo. (24)

Then the result on energy splitting is also valid for the perturbed system. The hypothesis

just made is a standard situation in scattering theory.

Now consider the wave equation in the exterior Q of a bounded obstacle:

(df - A)cp = 0, x e Q; u = 0 or dQ. (25)
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Then the above remark is applicable [13, 15, 20]. We conclude that (13) and its con-

sequences are valid for solutions of (25) (the integration is taken over Q). The conformal

method also works and implies (16) in case the obstacle is star-shaped. More generally

the obstacle may be allowed to move: x e Q(f), u = 0 on dfl(t). Under certain assump-

tions on the motion, it can again be shown that (24) holds [17] and therefore the energy

splits as before.

We can also consider Maxwell's equations in the exterior Q of a perfect conductor:

I d,E - V x H = 0

\d,H + VxE = 0, xeQ; £lang. = Hnormai = 0 on dfi. (26)

IV • £ = V • H = 0

Again, it is known that (24) holds (see Appendix in [13]) and we may conclude that (19)

and its consequences are valid for solutions of (26).

F. Nonlinear wave equations. Consider

(ptt — A<p + | cp |p~ 1(p = 0, x e R". (27)

If n = p = 3, for instance, the remark at the beginning of Example E is applicable, if we

regard (27) as a perturbation of the ordinary wave equation. Condition (24) was proved

in [16].

The conformal method is more direct and flexible in this case. The identity (15) is

valid as an inequality (the integral is < constant), provided p > 1 + 4(n — 1)~n > 3.

See [16].

G. The Yang-Mills equations. These are a nonlinear perturbation of Maxwell's equa-

tions. As the gauge group we take any compact Lie group. The conformal method works

perfectly [10]. As a consequence, energy splitting is valid: every statement made above for

Maxwell's equations is also valid for the Yang-Mills equations (only some care has to be

taken about notation).

Appendix. The Radon transform is defined as follows. Let/(x) be a function on R".

Let s be a real number and co a unit vector ((s, co) e R x Sn~*). Then f(s, co) is defined as

the integral of f(x) over the hyperplane {x | x • co = s}. Thus f(s, co) is an even function of

the pair (s, co). The Parseval relation can be written as follows. Let F denote the (one-

dimensional) Fourier transform with respect to the variable s. Denote by |<3S| the opera-

tor F~11 a | F. Then the map

/H->a„|as|(""1)/2/ (a „ = 2~1/2(27t),1~")/2)

takes L2(R") unitarily onto the space of even functions in L2(IR x S"-1). For a proof, see

[15]. The Hilbert transform is the map F_1(sign a)F.

Now consider the system (2). The eigenvalues Xj of the Hermitian matrix A(to) are

assumed to be constant. Multiplicity is allowed. Let F^(co) be the projection of C'v onto

the subspace of Aj-eigenvectors. Since (2) is homogeneous of degree one, the character-

istic polynomial is either even or odd in (A, co), and hence the negatives of eigenvalues are

also eigenvalues. Each Pj(co) is an analytic function of co.

We consider solutions of (2) with initial condition u(x, 0) = /(x). If/e L2(1R")N then a

unique solution u(x, t) exists with ||u(f)|| = ||/|| for all U where || • || denotes the L2 norm.

If /is smooth, the solution is given by the formula [1]
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u(x, t) = C„ £ | Pj(u>) d"s~ lH}(x ■ to - Xjt, co) dco, (28)
j *

where the sum is over all the eigenvalues (indexed by j), the integral is taken over the unit

sphere 5n_1 = {w| |co| =1} and H = I for n odd, H = Hilbert transform for n even

(ds = d/ds). Because /is even, the terms in (28) with +Aj and —Xj are equal to each other,

and therefore we may consider the sum to be taken only over the non-negative Xj. With

this convention, we may write

U)

where uU) is the jth term in (28).

" = Z "
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